Agreement of Cooperation
That has been decreed between the National Széchényi Library (1827 Budapest, Budavári Palota F.
épület, representative: Director General) as Provider and
Publisher:............................................….…….... Representative:….....…..…........................................…,
(Postal address:.....................................................................………………....................................………,
phone:.......................…………………..........… e-mail:...............…………………………….................),
as holder of publication rights (further referred to as Publisher). The Provider and the Publisher agree to
the following:
1. The Department of E-library Services, as a department of the Provider, is responsible for collecting,
archiving and distributing digital content related to Hungary and Hungarian science, culture and
education. Present agreement is aimed to facilitate the enrichment of the collections maintained by the
Provider. For that end, the Provider and the Publisher take on the following responsibilities:
2. The Provider agrees to:
-

ensure the long-term preservation of the collected digital documents;
provides unlimited, long-term access to the digital documents in accordance with the principles of the
National Library;
provides a stable, secure online identifier (URL) to each of the collected digital documents;

3. The Provider may distribute the digital documents received according to the terms of this agreement
only via its own online services. Other means of distribution or re-production are not allowed, except with
the explicit permission of the Publisher.
4. The Publisher agrees to:
-

provide a complete digital copy of the following documents (title and author information):

..................................................................................................................................………………………...
..................................................................................................................................………………………...
..................................................................................................................................………………………..
- provide updates in the case of continuing serial documents;
- inform the author(s) of the aforementioned documents of present agreement. In case of a copyright
debate the Provider will cease the online distribution of the document in question.
5. No financial compensation may be demanded by either party within the terms of present agreement.
6. Present agreement is representing the intentions of both parties, and was signed on this date.
Date:.............................................
Representatives of the Provider:

Representative of the Publisher:

.............................................................
Director General

...................................................
Publisher
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